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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview  
 
Today barcodes are present all around us not only for use on groceries in the 
super-market, but also in industries for example in a car assembly plant most the car 
parts are marked with barcodes for identification purposes. Similarly, and for the 
same reasons, most electronic circuits and microchips have barcodes on them.  
 
 
Why is that? Why are barcodes used? 
 
The main reason is the convenience and effectiveness barcodes provide since 
they are designed for automated reading and interpretation. Leading to a 
rationalization when a machine does the job instead of a human operator. Further, a 
product can be given a fix barcode, only linking the barcode’s number to a database 
containing attributes such as price, manufacturing date, adjacent bars and spaces 
etcetera. Hence, attributes can easily be changed in the database, without actually re-
labeling the product. 
 
Barcodes are standardized, as shown in figure 1.1, which leads to that they 
are consistently shaped and used, and that they have a well defined structure 
wherever they are found.  
They provide unambiguous, and secure, identification. Some barcode 
symbologies also offer a feature for tracing for example the origin of a product. As 
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barcodes are wide-spread over the world there has naturally evolved many different 
ways to read them – using for example laser scanners, so called wands, CCD-
scanners, or digital cameras. If it could be possible to use personal digital assistant 
(PDA) build in camera to read barcodes image much could be gained. Naturally, the 
first advantage compared to, for example, a laser scanner is that the object with the 
barcode is visible in the image, and thus that the operator can see whether the object 
is for example intact or damaged, which means that the system easily could be 
expanded with additional cameras. This is due to the fact that the PDA using a 
camera downloads the images with ease could be connected to the network via the 
internet such as the World Wide Web.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: symbol barcode 
 
 
 
1.2 Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) 
 
A personal digital assistant (PDA) is a handheld device technology that can 
implements various new kinds of applications such as telephone/fax, internet, GPS, 
movie and network features. A typical PDA can function as a cellular phone, fax 
sender, Web browser and personal organizer. Unlike portable computers, most 
PDA’s began as pen-based, using a stylus rather than a keyboard for input. This 
means that they are also integrated with handwriting recognition features. Some 
PDA’s can also react to voice input by using voice recognition technologies. PDA’s 
of today are available in either a stylus or keyboard version.  
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1.2.1 Pocket PC 
 
This project will use Pocket PC (HP iPAQ hx4700 series as shown in Figure 
1.3). The main reason for choosing Pocket PC rather than Palm is that Pocket PC is a 
handheld computer with a subset of the capabilities of a PC and provides the basic 
functionality those users need when they are traveling. Pocket PC also has a longer 
battery life than a notebook PC, therefore, offers 320 x 240 color display or more, 
moreover it can use touch screen for data entry. The pocket PC uses a cable serial & 
USB sync port to connect with PC or other devices. It is an available compact flash 
and/or Secure Digital (SD) Card for secondary storage. The pocket PC is better than 
palm because the palm is just an organizer but the Pocket PC is a small computer that 
uses a windows interface which is already user-friendly. The Pocket PCs are more 
popular and used by many people because it can use Microsoft Word, Excel, and 
Outlook. The Pocket PC uses high resolution color screens. 
 
Pocket PCs come with mobile versions of office applications in addition to 
Microsoft Outlook Mobile. Though there are different Pocket PCs, all of them can 
compose e-mail messages and send them by synchronizing with desktop computer or 
wirelessly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: HP iPAQ hx4700 Pocket PC 
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1.3 Palm 
 
The palm has some applications with an easy to use interface, as shown in 
figure 1.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Palm 
 
 
1.4 Smartphones 
 
Mobile phones use Windows Mobile or Symbian as operating system 
developed by the Palm Company. The smartphone is different with PDA’s, as shown 
in figure 1.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Smartphone  
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Therefore, the smartphone has something like a PDA (storage on flash, 
multimedia features, pocket outlook, pocket internet explorer, GSM/GPRS, 
CDMA, WCDMA, 3G Radio, SD Card. 
 
 
 
1.5 Camera used with PDA 
 
There are many kinds of camera for PDA. They include; built–in camera, 
wireless camera and digital card camera. The recent models of smartphone’s and 
PDA’s have built-in camera, as shown in figure 1.5, which is digital camera card that 
can  be used in a PDA’s and other dives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Digital camera card (HP Photosmart mobile camera) 
 
 
 
1.6 Windows Mobile  
 
Microsoft recently announced Windows Mobile operating system, which is a 
handheld device powered by the Windows Mobile platform. It allows the user to 
make phone calls, retrieve e-mails, browse the Internet, send and receive text 
messages, read and compose Microsoft Word Mobile files, make Microsoft Excel 
Mobile charts, and view Microsoft PowerPoint presentations. Windows Mobile 
powered devices come in three types and includes: Pocket PC, Pocket PC Phone 
Edition, and Smartphone, as Shown Figure 1.6 
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Figure 1.6: Different devices that use windows CE 
 
Windows CE (WCE) is a Windows like operating system for various 
handheld devices, including Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s) and Mobile Phones. 
While at the API level, many of the function calls and interfaces are the same as the 
standard version of Windows as shown in figure 1.7, much of the internals have been 
altered to accommodate many different types of CPUs and architectures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Interfaces for windows CE 
 
 
 
1.7 PDA using a camera 
 
The system architecture of PDA using a camera is a recent generation of PDA 
devices, as shown in figure 1.8 
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Figure 1.8: PDA build-in camera 
 
This project can perform either in real-time (online) or load from a file 
(offline). The application revolution has been made possible by the added extra 
processor called an application processor into the newer PDA's. The software used is 
Embedded Visual Studio 2005 C++ and the hardware system processing will be done 
in real-time by PDA using camera. See figure 1.8, PDA with camera. 
 
 
 
1.8 Limitations of Conventional Barcode Readers 
 
In real time (online) phase, the capturing of barcodes image depends on the 
following: 
 
a) Resolution of the camera, for build-in camera in real time, the resolution 
of the camera must be more than 3.0 MP. 
b) Light intensity is very important to camera. 
c) Camera stationary using a camera that is shaking will could the barcode 
image to be blurred (that mean the bars are not clear.).   
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1.9 Objective of Project  
 
The main objective of this project is to develop a system comprising of a 
PDA using camera and software for the purpose of capturing 1-D barcodes and 
decoding them in real-time (online) as well as offline (reading from a file). Suitable 
image processing techniques must be implemented in the software to accommodate 
inaccuracies or environmental changes during the acquiring process.  
 
 
 
1.10 Scope of Project  
 
The project is mainly to develop a Windows Mobile (windows CE) based 
software in Embedded Visual Studio 2005 C++, which is to be run on HP Ipaq hx 
4700 series PDA. 
 
a. The program obtains images barcode from offline windows bitmap (BMP) 
files or in real-time from a camera that is either attached or built in the PDA.  
b. The image barcode is obtained from a camera that is either attached or built 
in the PDA.  
c. Barcode symbologies that will be considered in the project will be mainly the 
EAN -13 (Very common in consumer products). 
 
 
 
1.11 Project Outline 
 
This project is organized into five chapters. The outline is as follows; 
 
Chapter 1-Introduction 
This chapter discusses the objectives and scope of the project and gives a 
general introduction to barcode technology. 
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Chapter 2-Review of Literature Studies 
This chapter reviews the relevant literature and previous work regarding PDA 
using camera barcode readers. In addition to that, explain of EAN-13 
symbologies are given. 
 
Chapter 3- Methodology 
This chapter elaborates on the principles behind good quality image 
acquisition and the factors that must be taken into consideration to obtain 
readable barcodes. This includes camera selection, determination of field of 
view, resolution, light intensity and shake. The algorithms to initiate barcode 
detection and decoding are also described and justified in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 4-Result 
The final results of this project are shown in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 5-Conclusion 
This chapter consists of the conclusion and future improvement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
